OAK LEAVES
Newsletter from the Oaks Driving Club

August 2019

View from the Top
I hope you are all enjoying the summer and the events we have
organised for you. The Evolution competition was a new format for the
Oaks and gained good support with drivers coming into ‘our’ country.
Kevin Jeffrey ran an excellent inside/out at Hooe and last weekend
saw the Berwick Weekend which just seems to get bigger each year.
With the very hot weather forecast you may be interested in the article
on page 11 on caring for your horse in exceptionally hot weather.
I do hope you will all come to our show on 18th August, Jan Curd works
particularly hard to make this a success, we are one of the few clubs to
run a show, it doesn’t matter if you have a competition or exercise carriage
- there is a class
for you! we also have clear
round cones running throughout the day plus an in-hand
and ridden ring - do encourage
your non-driving friends to
come along too. There are lots
of trophies to be won with
beautiful rosettes and sashes
for Champion and Reserve
Champion - it really is a day
not to be missed.
Hope to see you all at Broad
Farm on the 18th August.
Liz Howe - CHAIRMAN
Fancy Dress winners - Nurses Freeman and Willis with Dr. Buttons

Next Event: Driving / Ridden / In-Hand Show - 18th August
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 2019
OAKS COMMITTEE

August
Sunday 18th

CHAIRMAN, PUBLICITY OFFICER
& NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Liz Howe
(6pm - 9pm) Tel: 01273 515527
91 Denton Road, Denton,
Newhaven, East Sussex BN9 0QD
Email: elizhowe515527@gmail.com

September
Sunday 1st

VICE-CHAIRMAN, TRAINING OFFICER
& COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Moira Evans
Tel: 01342 823232
Hillside Cottage, Sandy Lane,
Colemans Hatch, Hartfield TN7 4ER
Email: moiraeevans@gmail.com

Sunday 22nd

CLUB SECRETARY & SHOW SECRETARY
Jan Curd
Tel: 01323 849615
54 Ersham Road,Hailsham,
East Sussex BN27 3LG
Email: jan.curd@yahoo.co.uk

Tel: 01825 733608

FIRST AID
Jan Curd
Andrea Scott
Pru Wynne-Evans
Kevin Jeffrey

Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:

01323
01825
01323
07984

World Cup, Hale Farm BN8 6HQ
Contact: Pru Wynne-Evans
ODE Sayerland Lane BN26 6QX
Contact: Jan Curd

October
Saturday 12th Autumn Indoor Event, Golden Cross
Equestrian Centre BN27 3SS.
Contact: Moira Evans

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Pru Wynne-Evans
Tel: 01323 381613
30 Ersham Road,
Hailsham, East Sussex BN27 3LE
Email: pruwynne@uwclub.net

SOCIAL SECRETARY
Andrea Scott

Driving Show, Ridden and
In-Hand Show
Broad Farm BN27 4DU
Contact: Jan Curd, Liz Howe

Cliffe Equine Vets - Talks 2019
All Oaks members are welcome
to attend the talks.
Inside Nature’s Giants, Thursday 14th November,
Cliffe Equine Clinic BN8 6AJ. 7pm. £5 including
supper.

849615
733608
381613
997333

Other Dates
Chertsey Show, 10th / 11th August

TREASURER
Tom Petitpierre

Edenbridge and Oxted Show, 25th / 26th August
Romsey Show, 14th September

COURSE BUILDER &
YOUNG DRIVER LIAISON
Jason Fieldwick
Tel: 07901 827500
SAFEGUARDING OFFICER
Christina Fowden
Tel: 01825 890603

Visit

the website for up-to-the-minute news

www.oaksdrivingclub.com

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Kevin Jeffrey
Tel: 07984 997333

DISCLAIMER: The views expressed in the articles printed in the Oak
Leaves are those of the contributors and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Editor of the Oaks Committee.
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Evolution Event, Sayerland Lane
I think the Oaks Evolution event on 16th June
was a steep learning curve for all of us. I was very
pleased with the entry of 19 with three
withdrawals, making a total of 16 starters. Also
very impressed with the way all the competitors
handled doing the three phases one after the
other - so much to remember!

Sarah Wallis was only two points behind Tilly, and
Karen Hellier, who was awarded the Chairman’s
Choice rosette for her driving and beautifully
turned out pony, was third despite winning P & P
and cones, only the obstacles letting her down.
Jason Fieldwick was deemed the Best Groom as
he backstepped for Hollie Goldsmith.

It was so nice to see some new names amongst
the competitors and I hope they will come back
and join us again.

Huge thanks as always must go to the judges,
Hilary, Liz, Gina, Cheryl, Frances and Sheila, plus
scorer Tom. The stewards worked hard all day and
I would like to thank Gordon, Kevin, Jane, Sonya,
Pru and Valerie. Jason Fieldwick toiled putting up
the arena, cones course and obstacles before the
event and taking everything down and towing it
away afterwards, as well as working out where the
cones were to be sited in that massive arena.
Thank you Jason.

Results will be published in this newsletter but
some people deserve a special mention:Jeni Longley led from the start in Single Pony
driving her (fairly) new pony, Pops who looked
fantastic and was a star. Well done Jeni.
Jason Fieldwick was (very unusually) seen driving
his daughter’s pony Milly, coming second in
Single Pony. Later in the day daughter Rosie
drove Milly round the cones course and was
delighted to inform her father that she beat his
time by 11 seconds!

Finally, the ploughmans lunch was a triumph.
Grateful thanks go to Jan, Margaret and Ron for
all their hard work before and during the day.
Moira Evans

Dick Carey did a very good P & P test with his very
well turned out pony. Bella Freeman likewise did
an excellent test with Buttons.
It was great to see Steve Bailey back in action
with Cain who had been so ill a while ago but is
looking fit and well now.
The Single Horse class was comprehensively won
by Susannah Anderson driving her beautiful
coloured horse, Hector, who made everyone do a
double take because he is the spitting image of
Pip Holgate’s Texas, usually driven by Andrea
Scott.
Another new face to the Oaks, Matt Kelly, was
second in this class with his stallion. He won the
P & P and the cones but was just slower than
Susannah in the obstacles.

Dick Carey driving Magic at Hooe

Abi Fowden-Heffer was very pleased with Flash as
he is quite inexperienced, and Hollie Goldsmith
drove Beau very well in all phases.
Only one in Young Pony and Helen Bridges driving
little Billy put up a very good show, those tiny legs
(Billy’s) flashing along, making all the spectators
smile.
The Evolution Qualifier class was won narrowly by
the only junior of the day - Tilly Kelly. Her
obstacles swung it for her and she was awarded
the Best Junior rosette to go with her first place.

Sandra Pochin driving Nutmeg at Hooe
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Oaks gift vouchers may be exchanged for
membership, competition entries or any
merchandise we have for sale - see the list on the
back page of this newsletter. They also make a
lovely
gift
for
birthdays,
Christmas,
Mothers/Fathers day etc.

Oaks Gift Vouchers

Inside / Out at Hooe
This years event at Hooe had probably the flatest
and best P&P arena in Sussex, we were very
fortunate to be able to use the football pitch right
in the centre of the field. This meant the we could
set up the obstacles as well as the cones course
with room to spare, thus benefitting drivers a
much longer time to plan their routes.
We had 14 entries and were delighted to welcome
our judges Sheila Petitpierre (Paces) and Ian
Collings (Precision), both judges were on the ball
when there were a few mistakes during P&P and
were quick to correct the drivers concerned. Best
precision score came from Isobelle Eyres 13 and
best paces score from Wendy Shorten 15.75. It
was nice to see Jane Parsons competing after a
three year lay off with her pony, Ben.

Claire Cousens driving Beau

Only one double clear in the cones came from
Jason Fieldwick who was having the time of his
life driving his daughter’s Shetland pony, Millie.
Clare Cousens and Wendy Shorten produced
respectable scores of 5 and 6.
The obstacles were built by Robert Pawson who
came some distance to help with our event. Gates
A - E and A - F gave the drivers plenty to think
about. Best times: Ob 1 - Alison Reilly 39. Ob 2,
3 and 4 - Isobelle Eyres 37, 38, 36.

Christina Fowden driving Flash

I must give all the drivers praise for being on time
for all sections of the competition, it is so helpful
to the judges and organisers and really makes the
day go well, thank you everyone. The full results
are printed on the following page. A very big thank
you to Gordon McKenzie for scoring. Thank you
to Kevin Jeffrey who ran the event and to everyone
who helped make it possible. A special mention
to Gina Jeffrey who worked tirelessly, particularly
so as she and Kevin had moved house so recently.
Best Groom award: Stewart Parsons
Chairman’s Choice: Wendy Shorten

Bella Freeman driving Buttons

Jason Fieldwick driving Millie

Wendy Shorten driving Twinkle
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Berwick Weekend
Hot from the success of the Hooe event, we
launched ourselves into the Berwick Weekend.
Friday night it poured with rain but cleared come
dawn to leave the going in the field just about
perfect for driving. Saturday is always a members
training day and this was fully subscribed with
twelve drivers. Sara Howe did the dressage
training and was much appreciated by members
- terrific, amazing and other complimentary words
filled the air. Tina Ray did the obstacles and
certainly improved the drivers skills and speeds.
Moira Evans and Liz Howe manned the cones
course where drivers could come and go as they
pleased driving timed practice rounds. Jan,
Margaret and Ron were in the catering van
keeping everyone fed and watered. The day
passed too quickly and soon it was time to set up
the marathon course for the Mini ODE the
following day.

winners of each class. Gordon MacKenzie was
presented with a box of chocolates, he’s a great
supporter of the club and quietly produces
scoresheets with amazing efficiency. Hilary also took
home some bubbles as a thank you for judging.

Sunday morning started with dressage incorporating fancy dress, this years theme being
the NHS. Of the eighteen competitors, only two
opted for fancy dress this year and Hilary Hill
(judging dressage) was hard pushed to separate
them, the eventual winner by half a point being
nurses Freeman and Willis with Dr Buttons. Moira
Evans and Valerie has us all in stitches as Valerie
wore a hospital gown with a big plastic bottom
exposed - it could only happen at the Oaks - and
as for the siren!

Best Groom: Hughie Reilly

The club now has its own new barbecue - Jason
and Ron took charge of the cooking and it proved
very successful - particularly easy to clean
afterwards reported Jan Curd! and what a
wonderful bbq it was, Jan pulled out all the stops
so everyone left the event sated and happy.
Thank you to everyone who helped in every
capacity - we couldn’t run events without the
generous time and support of our stewards, cooks
and helpers. Particular thanks to those who
stayed behind to clear up afterwards. Roll on
‘Berwick 2020’.
Best Junior: Lily Ann Milton

The Mini marathon consisted of three obstacles
and three groups of cones built by Jason and Liz.
This was enjoyed by everyone, it was nice to
welcome our new junior member Lily Ann Milton
who drove Donna Simmons’ pony very confidently
to win the beginners/novice class. Helen Bridges
suffered a harness malfunction in an obstacle
which left her unable to continue but Helen was
not downhearted as her young pony Billy had
performed brilliantly all weekend and there will
be another day for him. Abi and Christina
Fowdens Flash enjoyed the weekend and has
come on considerably to put in some good times.
The presentation of awards was held at the
marquee. Liz thanked John Hecks for allowing us
free rein on the farm, he always waives any fee
which enables us to lower entry fees, thus
benefitting competitors. The club gave John a
cream tea and some Pimms in appreciation. John
generously presented bottles of bubbles to the

Does my bottom look big in this?

Fire Extinguishers
Please make sure you carry a fire extinguisher
in your horsebox / trailer. They need to be
checked each year
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Show Trophies
If you won a trophy at last years show at Broad Farm, please return it to Jan Curd either in person,
in the post or give it to any member of the committee. In accepting a trophy you are obliged to return
it before 18th August 2019. Please make sure trophies re polished and (hopefully) engraved.
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Donna Simmons training with Tina Ray

Alison Reilly driving Dexter

Lily-Ann Milton

Jane Parsons driving Ben

Christine Buckland and Shadow

Steve Bailey driving Cain

Danielle Reekie driving Atom

Moira Evans and ‘bloodstained’ Rebel
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Berwick Mailbox
Exam questions & Answers

Hi Liz,
Thank you Liz and your team for all your hard
work to give us all such a fantastic weekend. A
great day yesterday with lots of valuable training
from Sara and Tina followed by a lovely day today
with a fun happy atmosphere. Berwick is always
our favourite event of the year and is in such a
beautiful setting . How lucky are we ( the Oaks)
to have such a wonderful venue to go to and have
so much freedom when we are there thanks to
yours and John enormous generosity. It was lovely
to see John today, and I just have realised that we
have known John for 38 years!!

Q: What was Sir Walter Raleigh famous for?
A: He’s a figure from history who invented
the cigarette and started a craze for bicycles.
Q: Explain the word migration
A: Migration is a bad headache
Q: Christians only have one spouse, what is
this called?
A: Monotony

Once again Liz thank you so much.
Kind regards,
Jeni Longley

Q: What do Christians celebrate at Easter
time?
A: Chocolate

Hello Liz.
Valerie & l just wanted to thank you very much for
organising such a friendly & fun event today. We
thoroughly enjoyed ourselves.

Q: Name Labour’s first cabinet minister
A: Chippendale

I would put a thank you on facebook but yet again
we have no broadband or phone line. The joys of
living in the country. Someone is coming to have
a look at it on Tuesday.

Q: Name Britain’s highest award for bravery
A: Probably Nelson’s Column

I hope you are able to have a quiet evening with
your feet up & a glass of something to relax.

Q: What is highest peak of the Alps?

See you soon & thank you again.

A: Blanc Mange

Moira Evans

Q: Explain the disposal of various farming
types in Britain
A: The cows and pigs are distributed in
different fields so they don’t eat each other

BACS Payments
Please could anyone making a BACS payment
make sure to state what it is they are paying
for. There is a little box that you can type
which event or membership payment. Tom
needs to know exactly what the money is for.
Account No: 31440500 Sort Code: 40-23-01
Members and friends enjoying the Berwick bbq.
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Caring for your horse in hot weather
In order to keep your horse, pony or donkey happy
and healthy during very hot weather, here is a list
of things to consider:

weather. Make sure you have fully read the
instructions on any product you are using to repel
flies and are applying it at the correct dosage. Fly
rugs and masks can be very effective but in
addition you also need to ensure that stables are
kept clean and fields poo-picked to make sure
these areas are less appealing to flies.

Access to water - make sure your horse has
constant access to fresh, clean water. This may
mean adding an extra bucket to their field or
stable, or providing an additional top-up during
the day if they don’t have an automatic water
trough. If you do have an automatic water trough,
make sure it is checked twice daily to ensure it is
working and the water is clean.

Work load and cool down - avoid exercising your
horse in the heat of the day and keep sessions
short. The government have previously issued
guidelines for dog owners to avoid walking their
dogs during the hours between 10am and 4pm as
these are the hottest times of the day. Bear this
in mind when deciding when to ride but it’s also
wise to use common sense. In periods of really
intense heat, even the temperature during the
evening has been hot so if you do need to ride try
and pick the coolest time of day to do so. After
riding make sure your horse is properly cooled
down and ideally hosed off or sponged down to
remove sweat and aid the cooling process. If your
horse is not used to being hosed down, then start
off slowly and stop and use a sponge if your horse
becomes agitated or frightened to avoid either you
or your horse getting injured.

Provision of shade/shelter - horses should have
access to a shelter when turned out regardless of
the weather or time of year. Horses tend to use
their shelters more regularly during warm weather
to seek respite from the sun so it’s important to
make sure they have either a natural or man-made
shady area available.

Ventilation - consider increasing the air-flow for
any stabled horse. Try using a large fan, making
sure it is placed in a safe location where no horse
can physically touch it or its power supply and
that all horses in the stable area are given time
to become accustomed to both the noise and the
effect of the fan, as it might be scary for them at
first.

Travel - if you need to travel your horse, try to
travel early in the morning when it is cool and
provide as much ventilation as possible by
opening all vents and windows of the trailer or
lorry. Make sure your horse is well rested and
hydrated before any journey, and provide water on
arrival. Keep journey times short and only travel
if it is really necessary.

Sunburn - make sure any pink areas on a horse,
particularly around the head and heel areas, are
protected from the sun. Try using sun cream
(horse specific cream is available or children’s
sunblock - but test a small area first to make sure
your horse is not allergic) and a full face mask for
protection and ensure there is a shady area in the
field for them to rest. If your horse does become
sunburnt, he or she needs to get out of the sun
as soon as possible and have the area cooled with
water. Specialist creams are available to help
soothe and rehydrate the skin - speak to your vet
about what products are available. If the sunburnt
area is crusty or weeping fluid, consult your vet
immediately.

Flies and midges - flies and midges are an ongoing problem for horses, particularly during hot
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Copy for the October newsletter should
be sent to Liz Howe by 25th Sept 2019
Email: elizhowe515527@gmail.com
If you would like to receive your
newsletter by email, please contact
Liz at the above address.

OAKS DRIVING CLUB
MERCHANDISE

‘JACK IN A BOX’
Stockists of Zilco and Tedman Harness
A full range of Carriage Driving Accessories. Just contact us and
we will be pleased to give advice or come out and visit you for
harness fitting. Mail Order and Credit Cards accepted.

Ian and Frances Collings
01424 756021 / 07749 761068 / 07850164517

Sweatshirts - Yellow embroidered logo on
navy sweatshirt. Small, Medium,
Large, X Large, XX Large

E: frances@fcollings.f9.co.uk www.jackinaboxcarriagedriving.co.uk
Introduction to Carriage Driving Lessons available with
Ian & Frances Collings and Timmy, our pony, and our own Carriage.

Polo Shirt
Body Warmer
S&G Automotive - Commercial Body Repair
Specialists Horse Boxes Repaired / Refurbished
& Built to Order Why not give your old box a new
lease of life? our inhouse graphics dept can
revamp your old box with up to date stickers,
with vast designs and colours of your choice.
Other services include Auto Repairs • Welding •
Recovery • Paintwork.
Unit 1, Bridge Farm Industrial Estate, Horam
TN21 0BP. Tel: 01435 813576
Email: sgcommercials@btinternet.com

Showerproof Jackets
Car Sticker - 50p
Contact: Jan Curd. Tel: 01323 849615
MEDI ARMBANDS
Porcelain Mugs £5.00 each or 6 for £25
Badges (metal) £3.50
Hand cut lead crystal glass tumbler
with Oaks logo £7.50

Farthing Saddlery - Jackie Winchester
Qualified Saddler and Harness Maker. Side
Saddle Specialist. Rushford Farm, Punnetts
Town, Heathfield, East Sussex.
Phone/Fax: 01435 830440
Mobile: 07767 635212
Email: farthings_42@msm.com

10 notelets with white envelopes £2.50
Contact Jan Curd 01323 849615
Cheques payable to The Oaks Driving Club

Commercial Vehicle Repairs - Horsebox Bodies
and Engines - MOT Preparation. 7 Burgess
Road, Ivyhouse Lane, Hastings, East Sussex
TN35 4NR. Tel: 01424 445867
Fax: 01424 460050
Email: morescvr@gmail.com

Find us on Facebook
The Oaks Driving Club
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